
CREWMAN TRICELL SMOOTH LID FIT

FLEXIGLASS FITTING MANUAL - SECTION 2.2A 

HOLDEN CREWMAN TRICELL SMOOTH LID FIT - ISSB2

MATERIALS & PARTS REQUIRED (FIT KIT 215)
Part No. Description Qty.

STRUT120 Gas Strut 430X400N 2
BKT150C Bracket Door Black Coat 2

SCRHHTX1616 Screw Tex Hex Head 16x16mm 14
SEAL235 Drip Seal 1.9M
RIVET220 Rivet 5MM Steel 6-12 20
CARD100 Card Warranty 1
SEAL325 Seal D Rubber 0.3M
WIRE300 Wire Loom 4.5  For Ute Lid Fit 0.15M

1 Cover front top edge of the tub with masking tape to prevent damage to body work.

2 With the aid of an assistant lift the lid onto the tub leaving it around 300mm back from the front. Slip BAR230
hinge bar onto the hinge plates then lift and move lid into position ensuring the hinge bar is still attached.

3 With the tail gate closed, adjust the position of the lid so that it sits square on the tub with even symmetrical
gaps all round. Mark position of the hinge bar with a marker pen.

4 Slide lid back, lift up the front and remove the hinge bar and place it back on the tub in the position that 
was marked in the previous step.

5 Mark hole positions, remove hinge bar and drill out 5mm holes in marked hole positions..

6 Remove tape and clean surface with IPA wipes. Silicon should be squeezed along the under side of the 
hinge bar and then place hinge bar in position and rivet into place with RIVET220 rivets. Remove excess
silicon.

7 The BKT150C ball joint brackets can be fitted to the inside of the coaming now.  Measure 850mm from the
rear of the bulkhead. See drawing FL215-1 .

8 Place ball joint bracket over mark. Drill the side coaming using the bracket as a template. Locate ball joint
bracket using a rivet positioned in the centre hole, then mark adjacent holes for drilling. Repeat process on
other side of vehicle. See FL215-2 DETAIL 8 .

9 Fit the shaft end of each gas strut to the ball joints and lower the other end down into the tub.

10 Remove the rear most TORX screw from the side coamings and install the lock catch plates using the 
same screw. Do not fully tighten.

11 With an IPA swab wipe the top surface of the front of the tub coaming and the top surface of the hinge bar.

12 Take the "J" seal and starting from the radius edge of one side of the tub run the "J" seal over the top of the 
hinge bar and down the radius edge. See FL215-2.

PARTS REQUIRED
● Clean rag

● 8mm hex bit
● Corrosion protection paint
● Trimming knife
● Silicone sealer
● Marking pen

Note: Familiarise yourself with the instructions before you start to ensure you are clear on all aspects of the fit

● Phneumatic / electric drill
● 5mm Drill bit
● Phneumatic / electric driver tek driver

● Hearing protection as required
● Eye protection as required

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

TOOLS REQUIRED

PLT140 CATCH PLATE x 2 HIN160 UNI TOP HINGE x 2 BAR230 HINGE BAR x 1
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CREWMAN TRICELL SMOOTH LID FIT

13 Once you have the "J" seal in place trim between either side of the hinge mount and replace with  foam
tape, cut this slightly oversize so it can run in and out of either side of the hollow 'J' seal as illustrated. 
See FL215-2 DETAIL A.

14 Taking some SEAL325 "D" rubber seal cut two lengths approx 100mm long, then cut  one end of each of
these at  45° creating a left and right hand sided piece. 

15 Clean the surface of the tailgate opening end caps with IPA wipes (tail gate needs to be down), attach "D" 
rubber to tailgate opening. See drawing FL215-2 Detail C.

16 Loosen the four tech screws securing the lid hinges sufficiently to allow the hinges to move backwards and 
forwards in their slotted holes.

17 With the aid of an assistant lift the lid and tilt the rear upwards nearly 90°, engage the tongues of the upper
hinges into the slots in the hinge bar, then lower down onto the tub base with the tail gate closed.

18 Check the fit of the lid for eveness around the sides and rear. Adjust to achieve the best symmetrical fit, 
then mark the front position using masking tape on the hinge plate. Look down from above line up to confirm
lid alignment.

19 Without unduly upsetting the lid position lift the rear sufficiently to lower the tailgate and replace the lid. 
Double check the front masking tape references to make sure the lid hasn’t moved on you!

20 Taking the tek driver and the 10 SCRHHTX1616  tek screws slide into the tub under the closed lid. 

21 Tighten the four tek screws in the adjustable slotted mounts on the hinge, then fix the hinge with the other 
10 tek screws.

22 Adjust the lock catch plates until the lock latch bar swings underneath just making contact.

23 With an assistant lift the rear of the lid until the free cylinder end of the gas struts can be clicked into place 
on the lid ball joints.

24 Close the tailgate and the lid. Check the lock operation, it should require light downward pressure on the lid 
to allow the locks to operate.

25 If the locking action is not correct lower the tailgate and adjust the catch plate height until it is achieved.

26 Drill through one of the catch plate holes and lock it into place with a 5mm rivet once the correct height is 
established, don't forget to fully tighten the TORX screws.

27 If stickers are not already attached to the lid then attach them as shown on the branding document. 
Make sure that the area to place the stickers are clean from all dust, greases and oils.

28 Clean and detail lid and tub ready for delivery to client.
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CREWMAN TRICELL SMOOTH LID FIT

LIDFOR512 LID COMPLETE

FIX WITH RIVET220 RIVETS 
THROUGHOUT

STRUT120 (400Nm GAS STRUTS)

BAR230 HINGE BAR

SEAL235 DRIP SEAL

BKT150C BRACKETS FIXED 
WITH RIVET220 RIVETS (3 

EACH)

PLT140 CATCH IS 
ATTACHED USING THE 

EXISTING "TORX SCREW" 
AND TWO RIVET220 RIVETS
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CREWMAN TRICELL SMOOTH LID FIT

SEAL235 WINDOW TAPE
ACROSS HINGE

SEAL235 DRIP SEAL

BAR230 HINGE BAR

BKT150C 

SEAL325 "D"
 RUBBER
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